FAIRY TALES!

The __ and the Grasshopper - Planning ahead
The Boy Who Cried __ - A story of credibility
__ in Boots - Scheming cat and a grateful master
Rumplestiltskin - Spinning __ into gold
The __ with the Golden Eggs - Greed brings loss
The Lion and the __ - The benefits of friendship
__ and Gretel - Escaping the witch's oven
The Brave Little __ - Success through deception
The Little __ - Longing for legs
City Mouse and __ Mouse - Simple life security
The Wolf in Sheep's __ - Deceptive appearances
__ and the Pea - Sleeping on a mattress stack
The Ugly __ - Finding where you belong
The __ and the Hare - Slow and steady wins
Longest hair in the fairy tale world
Jack and the __ - Watch out for the giant!
Watch out for his nose!
Seven dwarfs and one wicked queen
Girl with the original wicked stepmother
Dinner and a nap with the three bears
The tiny maiden born from a tulip
Little Red __ __ - "My what big teeth you have"
Three Billy __ __ - Difficult bridge crossing
Three __ __ - Hiding from the big bad wolf
The Emperor's __ __ - Breezy new outfit
The Brave __ __ - One-legged hero
The __ Man - "You can't catch me…"
Don't touch the spinning wheel

Enter unused letters from puzzle, in order:
____ __ __ __ __
____ __ __ __ __
____ __ __ __ __

Copy boxed letters to form your hidden message:
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